Woodland Forest Neighborhood Meeting Notes
September 3, 2020 - Olathe Community Center, 1205 E. Kansas City Road, Olathe, KS
To limit crowd size, the meeting was held in two sessions: 6:00-6:50 pm and 7:00-7:50 pm

Traffic – Most questions and comments involved traffic concerns. Unfortunately, audience participants dominated the meeting, making so many erroneous statements about traffic flow that the traffic engineer was unable to rebut each assertion as fast as new misstatements were shouted out, making actual results of the traffic impact study unclear to most participants.

- Traffic information distributed by neighbors created confusion in that some neighbors thought the information came from our TranSystems study. The neighborhood information did not break out traffic between Drive A and B and stated that the traffic from the convenience store was not included in the study.
- There was a general concern that the TranSystems study was not valid. Lots of distrust and confusion.
- Concern that Ravens Crest neighbors would use the new traffic signal at 105th Street instead of 107th Street and create more traffic through Eagle Crest
- Neighbors want a traffic signal, and some had expected it would have been included in the Woodland Road Project.
- Neighbors would like a fire gate at our eastern drive to the south to address their concern about cut through traffic
- Concern for us to route as much construction traffic through the ¾ intersection as possible.
- Neighbors asked that the traffic light be moved to Drive A, but Jeff Wilke explained why that option was not being pursued.
- Concern that K10 is overloaded with traffic and that accidents can cause traffic to back up on Woodland ramp
- Concern about increased traffic on 105th Street making on street parking for the pool not possible
- Concern for safety of children in area.

Woodland Corridor Study – Desire that no changes be made

Other

- Concern that apartment dwellers would not be good neighbors. One man asked for additional screening for the pool so that potential perverts from the apartments would not be able to stare at his daughter at the pool.
- Concern that apartments would lower property values.
- Concern that our proposed improvements would be in a flood plain area.
- Strong desire for a trail link to the Mill Creek Streamway Trail under the BNSF bridge. Concern that trail users might enter the neighborhood to get on the trail.